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Chapter 1534
Xu Tongyin’s anxiety stems from his complete trust in the quality of Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus
and the shards of Xilai Ice Jade!
Long live demon lotus just started to melt, and there was a weapon robbery!
And Xilai ice jade fragments directly ice-sealed the entire sword hole!
Such magical two kinds of heaven, material and earth treasures, when they meet together, there will
be no weapons?
This is abnormal.
If you think about it carefully, there is only one reason!
The robbery is brewing!
If it doesn’t erupt at this stage of quenching the chain, then all will be concentrated to the awakening
stage and erupt completely!
At that time, how many weapons will come together?
At that time, could Wiliam alone withstand the sudden multiple weapon plunder?
Originally, Xu Tongyin thought that he could help Wiliam share a few weapons at the stage of melting
and quenching.
Now it seemed that Wiliam had to bear it, and Wiliam had to face it.
“Wiliam, you may face multiple weapon robberies when the magic weapon wakes up later, you have to
be careful.” Xu Tongyin solemnly said to Wiliam.
Wiliam nodded, he actually felt this kind of anxiety in his heart.
Not long after, this continuous quenching link is coming to an end.
Suddenly, the entire sword hole shook suddenly.
“The robbery is coming!” Sanqing Jian Lao Qi said in unison.
An aura that was even more terrifying than before covered Wiliam and Xu Tongyin.

Just as Wiliam was about to resist, he heard Xu Tongyin whisper: “Wiliam, keep your strength! I’ll be
robbed of this weapon!”
As he spoke, he exploded the breath of his whole body to resist this sudden weapon robbery.
The second way.
This weapon robbery is more severe than before.
This fierceness is not only mixed with the cutting power of the Long Live Demon Lotus, but also with
endless frost and chill.
Even if Xu Tongyin was a warrior in the Innate Secret Realm, when he resisted for the first time, his
body shook sharply.
But he immediately adjusted his breath and integrated himself into this resistance.
And as Wiliam’s hand had fewer and fewer pieces of Xilai ice jade, the power of the weapon robbery
became more and more powerful.
In the end, even Xu Tongyin felt out of breath.
“Tongyin! Get back now, let’s get the others!” Seeing that Xu Tongyin’s body is wrong, Sanqing Jian
Lao said immediately.
Xu Tongyin had just come out of the battlefield of blood and tears, with his body still wounded, and he
has not recovered to his best condition.
If you forcibly resist, it will cause irreversible damage to his body.
However, Xu Tongyin’s eyes are red, blood is slowly overflowing from the corners of his mouth, and
what he says is categorical!
“Don’t move! I can!” Xu Tongyin said angrily.
He knew that this time was a critical moment.
Qi Jie chose him and Wiliam, which was a kind of abrupt provocation and unyielding!
What Xu Tongyin can do is face it head-on!
Facing the jealousy and anger from Tiancai Dibao!
However, if you back down at this time!
At this time, if someone else is allowed to dope in!
It is tantamount to confessing in front of Long live Demon Lotus and Xi Lei Bingyu!
And the result of confession is only one!
Reforging failed!

Forging or re-forging magical weapons has always been a process of gambling with magical materials.
The magic soldier does not accept the heavy forging, is there still a possibility of success?

1534 part 2
Now, with Xu Tongyin’s arrogance, how can he give up halfway!
Even if it is for that sentence!
“Do my obsession, don’t ask about life or death”!
“But, you go on like this…” Thought the elder said worriedly.
Suddenly Xu Tongyin punched and slammed her heart hard!
“puff!”
A mouthful of blood, spit out!
“Xu Tongyin!” San Qing Jian Lao Qi Qi shouted out.
“Don’t stop me! Otherwise, I will be hard to look down upon to death!” Xu Tongyin’s eyes were full of
determination!
“Elders, what is Tongyin brother doing!” Wiliam asked hurriedly with anxious eyes.
“He is taking the blood of his heart! While resisting the weapon robbery, he continues to strengthen
the chain quenching force!” an elder shouted tremblingly.
Xu Tongyin is crazy!
The weapon robbery in front of him is so terrifying, he doesn’t have to resist with all his strength, and
he is still taking the blood of his heart!
“Even if Tongyin succeeds in quenching the chain, his lifespan will be lost for about 20 years!” Another
elder quickly explained.
“This is my choice! It has nothing to do with people!” Xu Tongyin screamed, and another mouthful of
blood came out.
In this mouthful of blood, there were clearly a few drops of blood shining with a strange red light.
It should be the blood of the apex of the heart as the elders said.
It seems that using the blood of the apex of the heart to temper the chain of the magic weapon is the
unspoken secret technique of Can Sword Nine Heavens.
Only Wiliam could see it.
Ordinary chain quenching, it is estimated that only a few drops of apical blood will be enough.
At most, you can recover after a year or a half of self-cultivation.

And Xu Tongyin suddenly lost his twenty-year lifespan, how much blood should he pay!
Is this Xu Tongyin’s choice!
Wiliam’s eyes suddenly filled with deep gratitude!
Every time a mouthful of blood from the apex of the heart, Xu Tongyin’s expression turned white!
In the end, the face was like golden paper, and the breath was incredibly weak!
Fortunately, Qi Jie’s breath also slowly weakened.
I don’t know whether he has accepted Xu Tongyin’s obsession, or whether the robbery has reached the
late stage.
The old man Sanqing Jian saw the Qi Jie weaken, and his heart gradually relaxed.
“Tongyin! Hold on for a few more seconds! A great deal can be done!” At this time, Master Sanqing
could only encourage Xu Tongyin.
Xu Tongyin’s mouth was bleeding while looking at Wiliam.
As if to explain the funeral.
“Wiliam, I’m afraid I won’t be able to help you anymore. I hope that when I wake up, there will be you
beside me, and there will be wine in front of me!”
After saying this, Xu Tongyin’s eyes went dark and his body softened.
He collapsed directly to the ground.
An elder immediately pulled Xu Tongyin who was in a coma and passed away outside!
The remaining elder explained: “Xu Tongyin’s life is hanging by a thread and must be rescued
immediately. But even so, the loss of his lifespan is inevitable. This is his choice. We fully support him,
let alone blame you. Wiliam, it’s all up to you next!”
Another elder said: “Next is the awakening of the magical soldier! The magical soldier is awakened and
guided by blood! It means to soak the magical soldier with your blood and let it recognize you as the
master. The procedure is very simple. You have seen it, to So far, there have been two tribulations. If it
is an ordinary magic weapon, the two are enough to attract attention. But your difference, if you can
successfully awaken, it will definitely change the world!”
“So, next I guess there will be one or two weapon robberies! As you can see, the more powerful the
weapon robbery goes to the back, Tongyin is already barely resisting the second weapon robbery,
indicating that this magic weapon robbery is also more powerful. As usual.”
“If you can’t resist the weapon robbery, you can’t force it! Even if the defense fails, your magic soldier
will at least be an ordinary magic soldier. Do you understand what we mean?”
Wiliam nodded, “I understand!”
“Okay, then rely on yourself, we can’t help you here at all, so we will guard outside first!”

The two elders nodded to Wiliam and withdrew from the sword cave together.
At this time, the sword furnace suddenly roared violently!
Magic soldier!
It’s going to be born!

